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Motivation

How can governments make people report their taxable income
and pay the taxes they owe?

I Deterrence (e.g. Allingham and Sandmo 1972)

I Probability of being audited
I Penalties for misreporting and late payment

I Social preferences (e.g. Luttmer and Singhal 2014)

I Tax Morale
I Reciprocity / Public goods
I Social norm

I Simplification / Attention (e.g. Sunstein and Thaler 2008,
Kleven and Kopzcuk 2011)

What is the relative importance of these factors at different stages
of the tax process?



This study

I Experiments on the universe of taxpayers in Belgium.

I Different treatment arms to test the effect of:

1. Simplification
2. Deterrence
3. Social preferences

I Measure long-term effects + impact of repetition

I Comprehensive cost-benefit analysis

I Intervene at different stages of the fiscal year:
I Tax reporting, filing and payment
I Invitation vs. reminders
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Tax process:

Filing 
deadline

Tax receipt 
sent

Payment 
deadlineTax filing

I We have experiments on each step of the tax process.

I Today: focus on late payment, some results on late filing



Payment Reminder Experiment



Late Payers: Timeline
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Late Payers: Treatments

I All treatment groups receive a simplified letter:
I Attention: emphasize outstanding debt & payment steps,

de-emphasize admin details
I Simpler and softer language: use taxpayer’s name, thank

people who have already paid

I Interact simplified letter + “Nudge”:
I Deterrence: explicit penalty and/or active choice
I Social: social norms and/or public goods

I Control receives the usual old letter

I We show the results for the 2015 tax year, but fully replicate
this for 2016 tax year



Late Payers: Simplification

Control letter (old) Simplified letter

Deterrence Messages Social Messages



Late Payers: Design

I Reminders sent bi-monthly to individuals with established
outstanding debt:

I total of 301, 307 reminders letters sent in experimental waves.
I on average ¿1, 894 outstanding (total ¿438m).

I Randomization based on the last two digits of the national
identity numbers (randomly generated)

1. NN 01-11: Control (old)
2. NN 12-22: Simplified
3. NN 23-64: Simplified + Social message
4. NN 65-97: Simplified + Deterrence message



Late Payer Results



Late Payer Results: up to 14 days



Late Payer Results: up to 120 days



Late Payer Specification
Baseline regression (using OLS):

Y i = α + β0S i +
7∑

t=1

βt1{T i = t} + γXi + δw + εi (1)

I Y i is:
I dummy for some payment x days after letter receipt
I fraction of debt paid conditional on some payment.

I S i dummy for having received one of the simplified letters.

I T i is one of the seven “nudges”

I Xi includes dummies for
I gender / couple
I age
I region

I language
I income quintile
I amount quintile

I δw are wave dummies



Late Payer Results by Letter Type: 14 days



Late Payer Results by Letter Type: 14 and 120 days

Any Payment Fraction Paid Heterogeneity Replication - Any Payment Replication - Fraction Paid



Late Payer Cost Benefit Analysis



Cost Benefit: benefits to the government

I Administrative costs
I New letter is more expensive: ¿0.05 per letter.
I It needs to be designed: ¿69,000 fixed HR cost.
I Total Cost = ¿85,507

I Benefits from increased payments
I After 14 working days: probability of payment increases by

9p.p * average paid ¿1122 = ¿28m
I After 120 working days: probability of payment increases by

1p.p * average paid ¿1355 = ¿4m

I Implied RoI:
I 34,100% assuming no payment after 14 working days
I 4,200% assuming no payment after 120 working days



Cost Benefit: benefits to late tax payers

Late tax payers are charged for being late. Hence the treatment is
beneficial to them:

I Savings on the interests charged:
I Compute amounts paid earlier due to treatment.
I Use the interest rate charged on tax payers: 7% p.a.
I Interests saved = ¿0.5m

I Savings on the cost of enforcement:
I Control catches up thanks to costly enforcement.
I We estimate treatment effects on enforcement. Results

I Cost saved = ¿0.8m

For the average late payer, a simplified letter is worth ¿4.4.



Cost Benefit: Enforcement vs Simplification

Another approach to assess the effectiveness of the treatment:

I Focus on population around enforcement threshold Graph

I Estimate impact of enforcement using RD design Specification

I Use randomization to estimate “true” effect of simplification
below the cutoff. Results

I Compare cost of enforcement to cost of simplication for one
euro collected. Details

Results:

I Treatment letters are 10 times more cost effective than usual
enforcement actions.

I RoI = 6,500% after 120 days in absence of follow-up
enforcement interventions.



Long-term Effects & Repeated Interventions

Follow-up analysis and experiment allows us to study:

I Long-term effects:
I We find that treatment reduces the probability of being late

again one year later. Long term effects

I Impact of repeated treatments:
I We find no significant effect of last year’s treatment

(simplification) on recidivists
I We find no significant reduction in the impact of repeated

treatment (simplification) on recidivists
Cumulative - Any Payment Cumulative - Fraction Paid

I Two caveats:
I We do not have yet the full sample (payments still ongoing).
I Recidivists are a selected sample (pay late again after being

treated (or not)).



Other Interventions during the Tax Process



Other experiments

I Payment Stage:

I Treat the tax receipt letter sent to the universe of Belgian tax
payers for fiscal year 2016

I Filing Stage:

I Tax Declaration: Tax-on-Web Experiment
I All web tax filers (about four million) for fiscal year 2016
I Randomize “Public goods” message: pie-chart on government

expenditures
I Study impact on reported income and surveyed tax morale,

preferences, and information

I Late Filers: FISC Experiments
I Reminder letters for late filers
I Two experiments: fiscal years 2015 and 2016.



Late filers experiment: Design

Filing 
deadline

Tax receipt 
sent

Reminder sent Form filled with 
estimates

Form submitted

Filing reminders 2015:

I Control (old)

I Social messages

I No simplification!

Filing reminders 2016:

I Control (old)

I Simplified

I + Explicit Penalty

Letters



Late filers experiment: Results

I 2015 experiment results: No effect of social messages. Results

I 2016 experiment results: Results

I Large effect of simplification
I Deterrence message doubles the impact of simplification.

I Confirms results of the late payer experiment on another
population: only 10% of late filers were late payers.

I Suggests that social messages are not very effective or that
simplification is needed for messages to work.



Conclusion



Conclusion

I Simplifying correspondence letters is a cost effective way for
the tax administration to encourage compliance.

I Deterrence messages have a small additional effect, references
to social norms or public goods provided by the state do not.

I Simplification has long-term effects:
I We find that treatment reduces the probability of being late

again one year later.
I We find no diminishing marginal returns to repeat treatments

on recidivists.

I Results are replicated across years and at different stages of
the tax process (tax filing as well as tax payment).



Appendix



Deterrence Messages

Some simplified letters have a deterrence message:

I Explicit penalty
These costs amount to 209.00 euro on average and may,
depending on the situation, rise further.

I Active choice
Not paying your taxes will be seen as an active choice. In that
case we will undertake actions to claim tax dues.

I Explicit penalty + Active choice

Back



Social Messages
Some simplified letters have a social preferences message:

I Social norm
You belong to a minority of taxpayers who did not pay their
taxes within the legal period: 95% of taxes in Belgium are
paid on time. Why not follow this example?

I Public good P
Paying taxes guarantees the provision of essential services by
the government, such as public health, education, and public
safety.

I Public good N (loss aversion)
Not paying taxes puts at risk the provision of essential services
by the government, such as public health, education, and
public safety.

I Social norm + Public good P

Back



Late payers: Treatment Effects on payment probability

Any payment by Day 14 Day 30 Day 120
(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: Simplification
Simplified 0.0841*** 0.0492*** 0.00868**

(0.00756) (0.00517) (0.00365)

Panel B: Letter type

Simplified 0.0813*** 0.0462*** 0.00676
(0.00709) (0.00583) (0.00479)

Deterrence 0.0128*** 0.0110*** 0.00541**
(0.00266) (0.00294) (0.00211)

Social -0.00443* -0.00241 -0.000333
(0.00226) (0.00228) (0.00232)

N 229751 229751 229751

Back



Late payers: Treatment Effects on fraction of debt paid

Fraction of debt paid by Day 14 Day 30 Day 120
(4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Simplification
Simplified -0.000369 0.00331** 0.00337*

(0.00146) (0.00127) (0.00173)

Panel B: Letter Type

Simplified -0.000931 0.00239 0.00256
(0.00184) (0.00264) (0.00213)

Deterrence 0.00132 0.000188 0.00114
(0.00125) (0.00227) (0.00132)

Social 0.0000955 0.00175 0.000756
(0.00174) (0.00263) (0.00142)

N 138301 163288 195740

Back



Heterogeneous Effects

Heterogeneous effects

Y i=α+β0S i+
∑2

t=1 βt 1{T i = t}
+ µ Zi+π0S iZi+

∑2
t=1 πt 1{T i = t}Zi

+ γ Xi+ζ0S iXi+
∑2

t=1 ζt 1{T i = t}Xi + δw+εi

where

I Y i , S i , T i are defined as before.

I Xi as before excluding income and amount owed.
I Zi is

I Income here

I Predicted compliance level here

I Amount owed here

Back



Amount owed on receipt date
(baseline - Q1)

Simplified +Deterrence +Social
* Q2 –
* Q3 – –
* Q4 –
* Q5 – –

Back



Income
(baseline - Q1)

Simplified +Deterrence +Social
* Q2
* Q3
* Q4 –
* Q5

Back



Predicted Compliance
(baseline - Q1)

Simplified +Deterrence +Social
* Q2 +
* Q3 +
* Q4
* Q5

Back



Back



Late Payers: Effect on enforcement actions

Reminders Registered letters Bailiff
(1) (2) (3)

Simplified -0.0745*** -0.0278*** -0.0120***
(0.00256) (0.00200) (0.00146)

N 310108 310108 310108

Back



Late Payers RDD: Discontinuity

McCrary test First Stage Back



McCrary test

Manipulation tests:

McCrary Test: Discontinuity estimate = -0.0323
Standard error = (0.0429)

Predicted compliance here

Back here



Late Payers RDD: First Stage

Prosecuted Reminder Registered letter Bailiff
(1) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: Enforcement
0.0984*** 0.0719*** 0.0400*** 0.000569

Above cutoff owed on RD 0.0871*** 0.0674*** 0.0388*** 0.00211
(0.00785) (0.00726) (0.00780) (0.00185)

Panel B: Enforcement vs Simplified
Simplified -0.0689*** -0.0611*** -0.0167 -0.00174

(0.0169) (0.0157) (0.0167) (0.00397)
Above cutoff owed on RD 0.132*** 0.0969*** 0.0942*** -0.00290

(0.0229) (0.0212) (0.0225) (0.00538)
Simplified * Above cutoff owed on RD -0.0513** -0.0332 -0.0627*** 0.00567

(0.0244) (0.0226) (0.0240) (0.00573)

N 37135 37901 18078 29010

Back



Specification

Y i=α+β0T i+ β11{Amt i > c} + β2T i1{Amt i > c} +
f (T i ,Amt i , 1{Amt i > c}) + γ Xi+δw+εi

where

I Y i refers to the probability of being subject to enforcement
actions and outcomes previously considered

I T i is a dummy for being in one of the treatment groups

I Amt i is the value of outstanding debt on the day of letter
receipt (centred).

I c is the threshold value used to trigger enforcement actions

I f function specifies the polynomials on the two sides of the
cut-off and is specific to the Treatment / Control group

Back



Late Payer RDD: Results

Any payment by Day 14 Day 30 Day 120
(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: OLS
Simplified 0.110*** 0.0640*** 0.0272***

(0.0104) (0.00714) (0.00389)

N 77583 77583 77583

Panel B: RDD
Simplified 0.134*** 0.0799*** 0.0329**

(0.0225) (0.0197) (0.0156)
Above cutoff 0.000616 0.0207 0.0655***

(0.0305) (0.0267) (0.0211)
Simplified * Above cutoff 0.00485 -0.00405 -0.0299

(0.0325) (0.0284) (0.0225)

N 28781 31247 33107

Back



Late Payer RDD: Cost effectiveness

What is the most cost-effective way to raise 1 EUR of extra
revenue 120 days after letter receipt?

I Behavioural treatment:
I Cost - difference in cost between new and old letter.
I Benefit - Treatment effect on revenue raised.

0.05
3.27 =¿0.015

I Enforcement:
I Costs - Increase in probability of enforcement actions above

cut-off * their cost .
I Benefits - Increase in revenue raised above the cut-off

0.90
6.5 =¿0.15

Back



Late payers: Long term effects

Paid on time the year after
(1) (2)

Simplified 0.00732** 0.0103***
(0.00294) (0.00284)

T Deterrence -0.000238
(0.00237)

T Social -0.00600**
(0.00226)

N 229751 229751
Ancien mean 0.691 0.691
Ancien sd 0.462 0.462

All specification include wave FE and controls

Back



Late payers Replication: payment probability

Any payment by Day 14 Day 30 Day 120
(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: Simplification
Simplified 0.105*** 0.0584*** 0.0100**

(0.00786) (0.00152) (0.00387)

Panel B: Letter type

Simplified 0.102*** 0.0568*** 0.00555
(0.00786) (0.00458) (0.00517)

Deterrence 0.0110 0.00853 0.00618
(0.00596) (0.00645) (0.00338)

Social -0.00952 -0.00578 0.00151
(0.00732) (0.00609) (0.00316)

Interaction 0.000000922 -0.00372 0.00619
(0.00741) (0.00668) (0.00342)

N 80357 80357 80357

Back



Late payers Replication: fraction of debt paid

Fraction of debt paid by Day 14 Day 30 Day 120
(4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Simplification
Simplified 0.00864 0.00829* 0.00718**

(0.00664) (0.00376) (0.00217)

Panel B: Letter Type

Simplified 0.00768 0.00853** 0.00795**
(0.00679) (0.00244) (0.00311)

Deterrence 0.00102 0.000343 -0.000803
(0.00245) (0.00294) (0.00203)

Social 0.00181 -0.00185 -0.000365
(0.00147) (0.00290) (0.00207)

Interaction 0.000462 0.0000429 -0.00147
(0.00442) (0.00389) (0.00139)

N 50387 59230 71659

Back



Twice Late Payers: payment probability

Any payment by Day 14 Day 30 Day 120
(1) (2) (3)

Simplified 2015 -0.00619 -0.000111 0.0259
(0.0219) (0.0212) (0.0205)

Simplified 2016 0.0902*** 0.0624** 0.0502**
(0.0173) (0.0218) (0.0191)

Simplified 2015 * Simplified 2016 0.00248 -0.00406 -0.0365
(0.0230) (0.0263) (0.0215)

N 60746 58789 23483

Back



Twice Late Payers: fraction of debt paid

Fraction of debt paid by Day 14 Day 30 Day 120
(4) (5) (6)

Simplified 2015 -0.000511 -0.0126 -0.0189
(0.0185) (0.0122) (0.0108)

Simplified 2016 0.0216 -0.00411 -0.00278
(0.0206) (0.0148) (0.00520)

Simplified 2015 * Simplified 2016 -0.00357 0.0113 0.00513
(0.0186) (0.0138) (0.0107)

N 31067 38363 20289

Back



Control letter (old) p.1 Simplified letter

Back



Late Filers 2015: Messages without simplification

Filed after Day 14 Day 30
(1) (2)

Public Goods -0.00220 -0.00511
(0.00230) (0.00334)

Social Norm 0.00169 0.00144
(0.00231) (0.00334)

Public Goods + Social Norm -0.000277 -0.00376
(0.00231) (0.00334)

Individual controls Yes Yes
N 162682 162682

Back



Late Filers 2016: Simplification and messages

Filed after Day 14 Day 30
(1) (2)

Simplified 0.0243*** 0.0201***
(0.00512) (0.00537)

+ Explicit Penalty 0.0284*** 0.0282***
(0.00382) (0.00398)

Individual controls Yes Yes
N 148925 148925

Back
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